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INTRODUCTION

New technologies in intelligent vehicles and the popularity of auditory-verbal interfaces (or voice interfaces)
provide new opportunities for serving drivers with system-initiated or proactive voice services [40, 46]. This opens
up a whole new realm of possibilities for drivers to be connected to various service domains and receive proactive
personalized services, ranging from information delivery to decision-making, according to their needs [50].
While proactive voice interactions benefit drivers, prior studies also warned the potential risk of cognitive
distractions [22, 62]. This is due to the nature of concurrent multitasking with a limited amount of cognitive
resources.
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For their safety, drivers are required to perform concurrent multitasking [66], by simultaneously executing a
primary task (i.e., driving) and secondary tasks (i.e., proactive services) [62] and sharing their limited cognitive
resources for multitasking [71, 72]. If concurrent multitasking presents greater demands than the available cognitive
resources, the performance of either one or both tasks can be degraded (i.e., dual-task interference) [71, 72].
Drivers can reallocate their cognitive resources from one task to another; however, there is a performance trade-off
between competing tasks [54, 55, 71], and adaptive behaviors in multitasking (e.g., speed reduction) are likely to
be observed [58, 64]. This contextual uniqueness of in-vehicle multitasking highlights the importance of examining
and finding in-vehicle opportune moments (or driver interruptibility) in which the negative effects of concurrent
multitasking can be minimized (e.g., when drivers can safely engage in proactive voice services successfully).
In the domains of ubiquitous computing and human-computer interaction, there has been an active research
area that specifically focuses on understanding and identifying opportune moments. To find such moments, research
has attempted to quantify to what extent users are interruptible (or being able to engage in an interruption)
for a given context. The term interruptibility refers to the quality of being interruptible. Traditionally, these
studies have considered mostly desktop computers and mobile device environments [1, 4, 5, 12, 67]. In these
environments, users can sequentially perform multitasking for their ongoing and interrupting tasks; users can
fully switch their visual and/or manual operations between tasks. While these studies offer important insights,
their findings are not directly applicable to vehicular environments because, in driving contexts, task-switching
induces various unfavorable impacts on drivers (e.g., off-road glance behavior [30, 34]). Technology usage that
requires demanding visual-manual operations of drivers is generally considered to be unsafe and has been
banned in many countries (e.g., mobile phone use during driving) [11]. For these reasons, voice interactions as an
alternative to visual-manual interactions have recently received significant attention.
Research involving concurrent multitasking in driving contexts, for example, driver distraction research,
often asks the drivers to prioritize and maintain one task over the other while performing multitasking (see
Section 2.2) [8]. While this approach is useful to assess the dual-task interference and the workload of drivers in
controlled scenarios, the generalizability of the findings to interruptibility research is limited. According to a
well-known driver behavior model [42], in reality, drivers actively involved in conflict management in multitasking
scenarios dynamically reallocate their attentional resources between driving and secondary tasks based on the
changes in each task’s performance and driving environments (see Section 2.1). It is important to observe how a
driver naturally performs multitasking while interacting with conversational agents and performing conflict
management in-situ. We hypothesize that by observing naturalistic conflict management behaviors, we can
identify driver behaviors that are related to driver interruptibility. Answering this hypothesis lays a foundation for
building an intelligent system that can automatically infer interruptibility by monitoring the driver’s behaviors
with sensors and interaction log data.
In this study, we considered proactive voice interactions, and quantitatively and qualitatively examined
(RQ1) “How do the varying demands of proactive voice tasks under diverse driving situations impact the driver
interruptibility?” and (RQ2) “What kinds of adaptive behaviors do the drivers show, and how are the adaptive
behaviors related to interruptibility?” This work builds upon the research by Kim et al. [31], which introduced
the composite model of interruptibility (i.e., driving safety, auditory-verbal performance, and overall perceived
difficulty). For interruptibility measures, we consider the composite model of interruptibility [31] that captures
“the quality of being safe, successful, and easy (to interact with) while engaging in voice interaction with in-vehicle
systems.’’ This work differs from that of Kim et al. [31] in that they focused on building predictive modeling, and
fine-grained and descriptive analyses, as well as theoretical grounding, are lacking. In addition, their work did
not address the aforementioned research questions (RQ1 and RQ2).
Our results indicate that driver interruptibility significantly varies across the driving maneuver types and the
secondary-task demands. Furthermore, we discovered that drivers employ diverse adaptive behaviors to manage
their interruptibility as well as managing their driving safety. Our findings highlight that driver interruptibility
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research should carefully consider the potential impact of dynamic or adaptive multitasking behaviors under
diverse secondary-task demands and driving maneuver conditions. Based on these findings, we discuss practical insitu measures for real-world deployments and design implications, such as the concept of flow control mechanisms
for proactive voice interactions that can potentially improve driver interruptibility for both user-initiated and
system-initiated voice interactions.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background and related work. Section 3 describes
the driver interruption dataset. The analysis method is presented in Section 3.6. The results for RQ1 are presented
in Section 4 and the results for RQ2 are delivered in Section 5. This paper reports the main findings in Section 6
and the conclusion is delivered in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Hierarchical Driver Behavior Model and Conflict Management
Lee and Strayer [42] proposed a control theory-based hierarchical driver model (see Chapter 3 in Regan et al. [62]).
In this model, drivers control or make decisions related to their driving and secondary tasks based on their
observation of changes in the ongoing performance and the overall demand (workload) of their driving and
secondary tasks. A modified conceptual diagram with decision-making criteria for interruptibility is presented in
Figure 1. The hierarchical driver model involves three levels of driver decision making: (1) strategic decisions
(e.g., which route to choose), (2) tactical (navigational) decisions (e.g., which lane to choose, whether to engage in
a secondary task), and (3) operation (motor control) decisions (e.g., speed control in response to particular stimuli
such as road signs).
At the tactical level (see 1 in Figure 1), a driver decides whether to engage in a secondary task. Once the
driver decides to engage, he or she makes decisions for speed, lane choice, and resource allocation based on the
previous observation results. Next, in the operation level (see 2 in Figure 1), according to the tactical-level
decision, the driver controls their vehicle and performs resource investment. At the same time, the driver observes
the changes in the ongoing performances (e.g., headway-distance, lane-keeping, and secondary task performance)
and the driving and secondary task demands. When observing any conflicts (e.g., performance decrements and/or
expecting an increase in demand levels), the driver makes a new tactical decision (i.e., conflict management;
see 3 in Figure 1). For the new tactical decision, the driver typically considers the following approaches: e.g.,
speed/lane choices, secondary task engagement/disengagement, and resource allocation policy selection. These
imply that the driving task performance, secondary task performance, and overall workload (or the overall
demands of both tasks) are important criteria for drivers to make a decision to engage or continuously engage in a

Fig. 1. Control theory-based hierarchical driver model with decision making criteria for interruptibility.
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secondary task while driving. For this reason, we considered Kim et al. [31]’s composite model of interruptibility as
decision-making criteria for interruptibility. The dimensions include driving safety, auditory-verbal performance,
and overall perceived difficulty. The details of the dimensions can be found in Section 3.4.

2.2

Existing Experimental Frameworks

Existing experimental frameworks mostly aim to assess a driver’s mental workload for concurrent multitasking
of two tasks, by measuring the performance of one task whereas the driver is asked to prioritize and maintain
the other task [8]. This approach is known as secondary-task methodology because the secondary task workload
is manipulated intentionally to create mentally overloaded situations such that the driver’s mental workload can
be indirectly measured. The use of two concurrent tasks, or concurrent multitasking, is mandatory because in
under-loaded situations, single-tasking cannot show any performance variation (or degradation) according to the
multi-resource theory [71]. Depending on which task is prioritized, two different approaches were considered.
When a driver is asked to maintain a given driving task, the secondary task performance (e.g., target tracking)
can be measured to estimate the mental workload (known as the subsidiary task framework). When the driver is
asked to maintain a given secondary task, the primary task performance (e.g., lane-keeping) can be measured to
estimate the mental workload (known as the loading task framework).
Unfortunately, these well-known experimental frameworks are less adequate for examining a driver interruptibility. The primary reason is that these frameworks artificially manipulate a driver’s natural decision-making
process. To be precise, a driver’s decision-making policy for conflict management is pre-determined by the
experimenters (e.g., prioritizing either a primary or secondary task). Therefore, it is difficult to observe a natural
decision-making process, which will then be translated into driver behaviors. Prior studies hinted that observing
naturalistic driver behaviors is important. This is because drivers have difficulty in prioritizing one task over
another task [44, 51]. In addition, driver behaviors are not always rational since drivers suffer from various
cognitive biases (e.g., capability overestimation, risk-taking behaviors) [24]. In reality, conflict management is
likely to happen in a dynamic fashion, and interdependence between primary and secondary tasks exists. To
summarize, the major departure from existing studies is that our goal is not about workload assessment in a
controlled setting; instead, we focused on interruptibility assessment in a naturalistic setting.

2.3

Multitasking Demands and Driver Interruptibility

Despite the importance of concurrent multitasking in driving contexts and the popularity of voice secondary
tasks such as proactive services, only a few studies have examined in-vehicle opportune moments towards
voice secondary tasks [7, 60, 68]. These studies have considered the effect of primary-task demands (or driving
demands) on driver interruptibility. However, prior studies did not consider the secondary-task demand (e.g.,
the workload of the proactive voice services) [7, 60, 68]. For example, Semmens et al. examined how the driving
demand affects interruptibility by measuring the vehicle status and environmental contexts (e.g., steering wheel
angle and speed) [68]. However, they did not vary the demand for secondary tasks; thus, their work did not
examine the effects of the variation on driver interruptibility (or availability, in the context of this study).
The contextual uniqueness of in-vehicle multitasking implies that secondary-task demand also affects the
workload of drivers [71, 72] and can thereby impact the driver interruptibility. Studies on driver distractions have
also considered the demand for both tasks because the impact on the driving performance highly depends on
the aggregate workload of the tasks [62]. These findings imply that the demand for secondary tasks can affect
interruptibility. However, the effects of varying the demand levels of voice secondary tasks in diverse driving
contexts on the driver interruptibility have not been examined in detail. Therefore, we attempt to answer the
following question (RQ1): How do the varying demands of proactive voice tasks under diverse driving situations
impact driver interruptibility?
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Adaptive Behaviors and Driver Interruptibility

In the driving context, concurrent multitasking with limited cognitive resources and prioritization of driving
safety influence drivers to employ adaptive behaviors, such as speed reduction [64]. In particular, drivers change
their driving behavior to maintain their driving performance and to compensate for any additional workload
that is imposed by a secondary task. This is especially true when the cognitive demand for driving is high [58].
Research on driver behavioral adaptation has shown that drivers display various types of adaptive behaviors, such
as speed reduction [27, 49, 58], maintaining a longer headway [49], reducing lane changes or overtaking [6, 23],
and minimizing the attention for secondary tasks [20, 27].
Although these studies generally examined the relationship between adaptive behaviors and the accident
likelihood or driving performance, these findings also suggest that adaptive behaviors may help to increase
interruptibility towards voice-based secondary tasks. This is because adaptive behaviors may reduce the workload
of the primary task while performing secondary tasks [15, 27, 64]. For example, let us consider an adaptive
behavior where drivers reduce their driving speed when performing a secondary task [27, 49]. While drivers
reduce the speed, the time to make a decision and react to changes in the driving environment increases, and
driving tasks require lower cognitive demands. Thus, drivers can balance workload levels between conflicting
tasks since the remaining cognitive resources can be used for a secondary task. These imply that a speed reduction
would benefit drivers in terms of interruptibility. However, at the same time, it needs to be determined what kinds
of adaptive behaviors drivers typically show and whether they can still employ adaptive behaviors sufficiently
in the real world. This is because prior research has observed and examined adaptive behaviors mostly in
simulator-environments that are less demanding than the real world [9, 62].
Prior studies on driver interruptibility have not examined driver behaviors in concurrent multitasking contexts
as well as the impact of adaptive behaviors on interruptibility [7, 52, 68]. For example, Bellet et al. [7] examined
how environmental contexts affect the driver’s capability to receive vocal information. However, they did not
examine the changes in driving behaviors while engaging in the tasks (or adaptive behaviors) and their relationship
with interruptibility. Accordingly, we attempt to answer the following question (RQ2): What kinds of adaptive
behaviors do the drivers show, and how are they related to interruptibility?

3

DRIVER INTERRUPTIBILITY DATASET

To address the research questions, we used the in-vehicle interruptibility dataset collected from the study by Kim
et al. [31]. The data were collected from 29 drivers while they were engaging in proactive auditory-verbal (or
voice) secondary tasks with various interruption contexts such as three varying secondary tasks and diverse
driving contexts.

3.1

Voice Secondary Task

As shown in Figure 2, the procedure of the task consists of three stages: 1) asking, 2) interacting, and 3) measuring.
To induce three levels of cognitive demand, the auditory-verbal n-back task [48] was considered in the interacting
stage. This is because it 1) has a similar cognitive engagement when a driver engages in an externally paced
(or system initiated) voice interactions, 2) induces systematically structured levels of cognitive demand, and 3)
has been widely used as a reference task to study and examine in-vehicle voice interfaces in a large number of
real-road driving studies [48]. This includes projects carried out by the U.S. National Highway and Transportation
Safety Administration (NHTSA) [61] and the International Standard Organization [10].
At the asking stage, a driver is asked if he is willing to engage in the remaining stages. If the driver answers
“Yes” within 2.5 s, the remaining stages are presented. Otherwise, the current task ends immediately. The asking
stage was introduced to ensure that any interactions are performed under safe conditions.
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Fig. 2. Procedure of a voice secondary task. n-back types = 1-back (from Kim et al. [31])

At the interacting stage, the driver is asked to perform the n-back task. The n-back task sequentially presents
seven randomly selected numbers from 0 to 9 to the driver at 2.25-second intervals. After each number is presented,
the driver is required to verbally repeat back the n-th digits by performing one of the three following tasks (for
more details, see [48]):
• 0-back (very mild task demand): repeating each number after it is presented
• 1-back (moderate task demand): repeating the number one item back in the sequence
• 2-back (high task demand): repeating the number two item back in the sequence
At the measuring stage, the driver is asked to verbally indicate the overall perceived difficulty of concurrent
multitasking during the interacting stage. Asking the overall multitask difficulty immediately after completing
the task does not interfere notably with the primary task performance [17].

3.2

Driving Course and Task Triggering Method

Figure 3 shows Route A and B of the round-trip driving course (18.92 km) that were employed for the data
collection. Route B (9.21 km) is the return route and slightly differs from Route A (9.71 km) due to differences
in traffic rules. The course was designed to reflect various driving-environment factors. The factors include
various driving maneuvers (for each route, at least four left turns, four right turns, four lane changes, and one
U-turn), differing levels of traffic density (traffic-heavy roads: 3.82 km, yellow zone), and other potential factors
(high pedestrian traffic: 0.5 km, green zone; school zones: 1 km, red zone). These have been suggested as the
most important factors to determine the driving environment complexity and its effects on a driving task’s
demands [22].
The green and red flags indicate the starting and end points for Route A. The points are opposite for Route B.
Both routes require approximately 30 minutes of driving time. The light-orange flags show the 20 predetermined
locations where secondary tasks were consistently presented for each route; in total, there were 40 locations
for the round-trip driving course. This design ensured that a reasonable number of tasks were presented across
the maneuver types. In addition to the presentation at 40 predetermined locations, secondary tasks were also
presented at random intervals between 30 and 90 s when the distance to the next predetermined location was
sufficiently long. This ensured that the distribution of tasks reflected realistic road situations, such as traffic jams.

3.3

On-Road Data Collection and Exit-Interview

Twenty-nine drivers participated in the data collection. The average age of the drivers was 43.2 (SD = 11.4, range
= 19–64). Fifteen drivers were females (males: n = 14). All drivers had a valid driving license, at least one year of
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Fig. 3. Route A and B in the round-trip driving course. Route B is slightly different from Route A. See the dotted box for the
different part (from Kim et al. [31])

driving experience (M = 13.4, SD = 8.7, range = 1–39), and they drive at least 30 minutes every day. They drove a
similar sized car (Kia K3, a popular midsize sedan in Korea) that was used for data collection. Approximately 60%
of the driving course consisted of well-known roads; the remaining roads were not familiar to the drivers.
For the data collection, drivers were asked to drive a round-trip driving course twice (two driving sessions):
once for the baseline session and once for the secondary-task session. The baseline session did not involve
secondary tasks, and it was used as a baseline to compare the driving performances. Prior to each session, the
participant drove to the campus and adapted to the driving. For the secondary-task session, a training session of
n-back tasks was additionally conducted.
During driving sessions, one researcher was seated in the rear seat of the vehicle to ensure safe vehicle
operation and experimental instrument checking. The open-source navigation app (OsmAnd [69]) was modified
to guide the next directions of the driving course at least 10 s before or after presenting the secondary tasks to
avoid interruption of the turn-by-turn navigation instructions to the secondary tasks. In-car audio systems were
used as the main speakers.
After two driving sessions, an exit interview was conducted. During the interview, the drivers were asked (1)
what the most/least difficult circumstances were, (2) how they engaged in secondary tasks, and (3) why they had
answered incorrectly for a given case after reviewing which circumstances they were in.
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Ground Truth: Composite Model for Driver Interruptibility

The contextual uniqueness of in-vehicle multitasking and its impacts on drivers emphasize the importance of
considering both objective and subjective measures in the definition of driver interruptibility. The composite model
of driver interruptibility considers both objective and subjective measures of driver interruptibility: 1) driving
safety, 2) auditory-verbal performance, and 3) overall perceived difficulty. In this work, for the sake of simplified
analyses, we assume that each dimension indicates interruptibility as a binary outcome (i.e., interruptible or
uninterruptible). A summary of each dimension is provided as follows:
• Driving safety measures ‘how safely a user drives a vehicle.’ It indicates “interruptible” if, while concurrently
executing driving and secondary tasks (n-back task), and the driving performance is not decreased in
comparison with that when driving without secondary tasks (baseline). As a driving performance indicator,
the steering wheel reversal rate (SRR) [62] was used because it has been widely used in a real-road driving
setting as opposed to other metrics, such as the brake jerks, which are largely influenced by a small variation
in the traffic conditions [57]. The SSR measures the frequency of the steering wheel reversal (or steering
wheel correction) events whose angles exceed a certain minimum angular value (or the gap size). The visual
load and cognitive load induce different patterns of reversal angles [38, 57]. Small reversals (gap size = 0.1
degree) were used to achieve the highest sensitivity for the cognitive load of voice secondary tasks [57].
• Auditory-verbal performance measures ‘how well a user performs a voice secondary task’ based on the
accuracy of the n-back task. It indicates “interruptible” if all of the items in a given n-back task are answered
correctly.
• Overall perceived difficulty measures ‘how difficult it is to perform a dual-task.’ This is based on the answer
(very easy: 1; very difficult: 5) when rating a task during the measuring stage (or after the n-back task) of
the voice secondary task. It indicates “interruptible” if the normalized value of the rating was less than or
equal to 0.5.

3.5

Maneuver Type Labeling and Descriptive Statistics

The data consisted of 1,388 secondary-task cases (M = 47.86, SD = 6.83 per driver). Since each case often involved
more than one maneuver type, we labeled four representative maneuver types for each case based on the vehicle
GPS trajectory and street view: STOP, STRAIGHT, TURN, and LANE CHANGE. Three human annotators labeled
the maneuver types according to the criteria in Table 1. we removed 28 cases (0-back = 9, 1-back = 9, 2-back
= 10) that did not fall in any category. After the removal, six drivers had missing cases for one of the n-back
type conditions that were associated with either the TURN or LANE CHANGE because the entire cases for the
conditions were removed as they included both TURN and LANE CHANGE. The number of drivers for each
missing case are as follows: TURN × 0-back = 2 , TURN × 2-back = 1, LANE_CHANGE × 0-back = 2, LANE_CHANGE
× 2-back = 1. In total, 1,360 remained. The number of interruptible cases across the interruptibility dimensions
were 1,099, 1,168, and 1,218 in terms of overall perceived difficulty, auditory-verbal performance, and driving
safety, respectively. The frequency of the remaining cases across the n-back types and maneuver types for a
driver are listed in Table 2. The percentage of interruptible cases across the n-back types and maneuver types for
a driver are presented and discussed in Section 4.

3.6

Analysis Method

In order to answer the research questions, statistical and content analyses were conducted. For the statistical
analysis, we performed Repeated Measures ANOVAs. The dependent and independent variables differ across each
analysis. The details are presented in each corresponding section. For the ANOVAs, we adjusted the degree of
freedom according to the significance of Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity. For repeated tests in the post-hoc analysis,
this study adjusted the p-values based on the Bonferroni correction [26]. For the effect size, η 2 (Eta squared) was
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Table 1. Labeling criteria for maneuver types
Being stationary for the entire
period of the secondary task

Percentage of stationary
time < 25% of total time

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

STOP
STRAIGHT
TURN
LANE CHANGE

Do not include following
maneuver types
Straight, Turn, Lane change
Turn, Lane change
Lane change
Turn

Table 2. Average frequency of task cases across the n-back types and maneuver types for a driver.

Mean (SD)

Maneuver type
Stop

Straight

Turn

46.90 (6.96)

12.41 (3.91)

19.14 (4.76)

8.66 (2.57)

6.69 (2.51)

0-back

15.52 (4.45)

4.24 (2.03)

5.45 (2.40)

3.00 (1.83)

2.52 (1.35)

1-back

16.10 (3.87)

3.69 (1.69)

7.03 (2.49)

2.86 (1.27)

2.21 (1.40)

2-back

16.24 (3.57)

4.48 (1.77)

6.66 (2.61)

2.79 (1.52)

1.97 (1.21)

Overall
n-back types

Overall

Lane change

reported [63]. For missing cases, we used a well-known method called regression imputation, which produces
the estimates closest to those of the original variables [53]. For the imputation, we used a hierarchical linear
regression (multilevel model), while applying maximum likelihood estimations and grand-mean centering to
prevent convergence issues by reducing the multicollinearity [35, 56]. For the content analysis, we transcribed the
interview records and used affinity diagramming to uncover how participants performed concurrent multitasking
(RQ1) and what types of adaptive behaviors occurred (RQ2) [47].

4

RQ1: HOW DOES THE VARYING DEMAND OF PROACTIVE VOICE TASKS UNDER DIVERSE
DRIVING SITUATIONS IMPACT DRIVER INTERRUPTIBILITY?

In this section, to answer the first research question, we analyzed how the varying demands of the proactive voice
tasks under diverse driving situations impact the following subjective and objective measures of interruptibility:
1) perceived overall difficulty, 2) auditory-verbal performance, and 3) driving safety. We performed three two-way
Repeated Measures ANOVAs. As demonstrated in Figure 4, for the independent variable of each ANOVA, we used
the percentage (or empirical probability) of interruptible moments across each interruptibility dimension. For the
dependent variables, we consistently used the secondary-task demands and maneuver types. The secondary-task
demands indicate the cognitive demand of the n-back task in the secondary task: very mild level (0-back), moderate
level (1-back), and high level (2-back). For maneuver types, we considered the four representative maneuver
types: STOP, STRAIGHT, TURN, and LANE CHANGE. It should be noted that the maneuver type is the major
factor that determines the driving workload [22]. The result of each analysis is presented as follows:

4.1

Overall Perceived Difficulty

We first analyzed how the secondary-task demands and the maneuver types affect the percentage of interruptible
moments in terms of the overall perceived difficulty. An increase in the percentage indicates that the drivers are
more likely to perceive concurrent multitasking (driving and proactive voice interaction) as easy. For convenience
and better comprehension, this will be referred to as an increase in the percentage as a decrease in the overall
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Fig. 4. Percentage of interruptible moments for each interruptibility dimension across secondary-task demands and maneuver
types. Low (0-back), moderate (1-back), high (2-back)
Table 3. Statistical results for the percentage of interruptible moments for each interruptibility dimension across the
secondary-task demands and maneuver types. Overall perc. diff. = overall perceived difficulty, Audit.-verbal perf. = auditoryverbal performance, F = F-value, p = p-value.

Effects

Overall perc. diff.

Audit.-verbal perf.

η2

η2

F

n-back types
31.157
Maneuver types 12.131
Interaction
3.363

p

< 0.001 0.53
< 0.001 0.30
< 0.01 0.11

F

p

10.903
3.882
0.306

< 0.001
< 0.05
0.93

Driving safety
p

η2

0.94
0.25
< 0.05

0.00
0.05
0.10

F

0.28 0.061
0.12 1.439
0.01 3.198

perceived difficulty, whereas a decrease in the percentage is an increase in the overall perceived difficulty. The
results show that drivers are more likely to perceive concurrent multitasking as more difficult as the secondarytask demand increases while the amount of difficulty increases for the following order of maneuvers: STOP <
STRAIGHT < TURN < LANE CHANGE (most difficult). These suggest that, in addition to the driving demand,
that secondary-task demand is also an important factor to determine the opportune moments from the driver’s
perspective.
As demonstrated in Table 3 (left), the statistical analysis shows that both the main effects and the interaction
effect are significant. Furthermore, the post-hoc analysis showed that when either the n-back types were 0-back or
the maneuver type was STOP, the difficulty did not significantly vary regardless of the changes for the main effects
(p = 0.49 – 1.00). This result is unsurprising because in these cases, the cognitive demand of either driving or the
secondary task was almost zero. These cases resemble those in which the driver performed a single task rather
than a multitask. As the cognitive demand of the n-back types increased to 1-back, the STOP had a significantly
lower difficulty than the rest of the maneuvers (p < 0.05 – 0.01), while the rest of the maneuvers had no significant
difference between each other, with a p-value of 1.00 calculated for each pair. As the cognitive demand of n-back
types increased to 2-back, in addition to the significant difference in STOP and resting maneuvers (p < 0.001),
LANE CHANGE had a significantly higher difficulty than STRAIGHT (p < 0.05).
Our interview analysis revealed similar findings. In general, drivers stated that they perceived multitasking
to be more difficult as the cognitive demand of the secondary task (n-back) increased. For example, D28 said,
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“It was more difficult for one-back and two-back (than zero-back).” D12 stated, “Actually, up to one back, it wasn’t
really that hard for me.” In addition, when the secondary-task demand was low, drivers perceived concurrent
multitasking to not be difficult regardless of the maneuver types. In contrast, when the demand was high, they
perceived concurrent multitasking to be more difficult for the maneuver in following order: STOP < STRAIGHT
< TURN < LANE CHANGE (most difficult). For example, as expressed by D8, “Changing lanes was the most
difficult, next in order were the right turn, left turn, and straight.” D7 said, “Left turn as well as a right turn, when
making turns, when changing lanes, zero-back and one-back weren’t really what bothered me, but two-back was
[different]. I was more tense.”

4.2

Auditory-verbal Performance

Next, we analyzed how the n-back types and maneuver types affected the percentage of interruptible moments
in terms of auditory-verbal performance. An increase in the percentage indicates that drivers are more likely
to maintain their auditory-verbal performance while engaging in a secondary task. For convenience and better
comprehension, we will simply refer to the percentage as auditory-verbal performance.
As described in Table 3 (center), the analysis shows that only the main effects are significant. In addition,
the post-hoc analysis indicates that, while there was a decreasing trend in the performance toward a higher
secondary-task demand, the performance was significantly higher for 0-back than 1-back (p < 0.05) and 2-back
(p < 0.001). However, it was not significantly different between 1-back and 2-back (p = 0.20). Furthermore,
the performance was significantly higher for STOP than for a LANE CHANGE (p < 0.05); however, it was not
significantly different for the other comparisons (p = 0.11 – 1.00).
These results are interesting because, owing to the limited cognitive resources during multitasking, dual-task
interference, i.e., the decrement in the performance of either one or both tasks, is more likely to have occurred as
the demand of either one or both tasks increases [71, 72]. This implies that the performance is more likely to vary
among STRAIGHT, TURN, and STOP. From this, it is likely that the driving demand is higher for STRAIGHT and
TURN than STOP. This finding was observed even when the secondary task demand was high (2-back).

4.3

Driving Safety

Finally, we analyzed the effects of n-back types and maneuver type on the percentage of interruptible moments in
terms of driving safety. According to the driving safety measure, drivers are considered to be interruptible when
their driving performance is not decreased while simultaneously executing both driving and secondary tasks
compared to while executing the driving task alone. An increase in the percentage of interruptible moments
indicates that the drivers are more likely to maintain their driving performance while engaging in a secondary
task. For convenience and better comprehension, we will simply refer to the percentage as driving safety.
As illustrated in Figure 4 (right), when the maneuver type was STOP, the safety was unsurprisingly always
perfect regardless of the n-back types because the drivers were not involved in “real” driving (in motion). It is
worth noting that without comparisons, the safety for the STOP cases is always higher than the remaining cases
involving other maneuver types. For the analysis, the STOP cases were removed because it violated the normality
assumption.
The analysis shows a crossover interaction [45]; i.e., the interaction effect is significant, whereas the two main
effects are non-significant. The crossover interaction indicates that the effect of the secondary-task demand on
driving safety was opposite depending on the maneuver type. Namely, when the maneuver type was STRAIGHT,
driving safety was not affected regardless of the increments in the secondary-task demand (p = 0.61 – 0.81). This
was also true for TURN (p = 0.13 – 0.73). However, when the maneuver type was LANE CHANGE, driving safety
decreased as the secondary-task demand increased from 1-back to 2-back (p < 0.05).
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The outcome of the crossover interaction is surprising because, as previously mentioned, the safety is more
likely to decrease as the secondary-task demand increases. In addition, when the maneuver type was TURN,
there was an increasing trend in the safety toward a higher secondary-task demand, although the trend was not
statistically significant. A possible explanation for these outcomes is a trade-off performance between driving
and secondary tasks, which can be considered as an adaptive behavior of the drivers. This is discussed in more
detail in the following section (Section 4.4).

4.4

Discussion

Our results highlight that in addition to the driving demand, secondary-task demand also significantly affects
driver interruptibility, regardless of interruptibility dimensions. Furthermore, the percentage of interruptible
moments (or empirical probability of being interruptible) differs considerably across interruptibility dimensions,
especially between driving safety and other interruptibility dimensions. As the cognitive demand of the n-back
types increased, the overall perceived difficulty significantly increased. The greatest difficulty was experienced
when the maneuver types changed in the following order: STOP < STRAIGHT < TURN < LANE CHANGE (most
difficult). However, when the maneuver type was STRAIGHT or TURN, the driving safety did not significantly vary
or show any difference across the n-back types. Similarly, the auditory-verbal performance was not significantly
different across the STOP, STRAIGHT, and TURN types.
Our correlation analysis for the interruptible moments across each pair of interruptibility dimensions also
concludes that interruptible moments are varied across interruptibility dimensions. When interpreting the
coefficient value according to the prior work [37], it was determined that there was a negligible correlation
between driving safety and other types; driving safety vs. overall perceived difficulty: r = 0.07, p < 0.05; driving
safety vs. overall perceived difficulty: r = 0.05, p = 0.08. There was a low correlation between the overall
perceived difficulty and auditory-verbal performance: r = 0.37, p < 0.001. The difference in the percentage
of interruptible moments across driver interruptibility dimensions could be attributed to naturalistic conflict
management behaviors (see Section 2.1), in which drivers dynamically adjust their concurrent multitasking
behaviors of driving and secondary tasks and reallocate their attentional resources between the tasks according
to the changes in each task’s performance and demand [42, 62]. By considering the outcomes, in Section 5, we
investigated the adaptive behaviors of the drivers and their relationships with interruptibility.

5

RQ2: WHAT KINDS OF ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS DO THE DRIVERS SHOW? AND HOW ARE
THEY RELATED TO INTERRUPTIBILITY?

We first investigated the adaptive behavior of the drivers by analyzing the exit-interview data. For the commonly
reported behaviors, an evaluation was performed to determine how they are related to interruptibility. We
presented the interview results, followed by the statistical analysis results.

5.1

Adaptive Behaviors during Proactive Voice Tasks

Based on the exit-interview data, we revealed two major types of adaptive behaviors: reducing speed (primary
task) and reducing or ceasing to engage in secondary tasks. Other minor adaptive behaviors include delaying the
vehicle start and performing certain driving tasks in advance.
5.1.1 Speed Reduction. Drivers (n = 23, 79%) commonly reported that when they engage in these interactions,
they reduced the vehicle’s speed to increase driving safety and interruptibility for the interactions. For example,
D18 said, “(During the n-back) I think I was somehow more careful by slowing down.” D12 stated, “I would drive
faster and change lanes straight away if I wasn’t on the n-back task, but didn’t speed up while I was doing the
n-back task.” Similarly, drivers stated that when the vehicle started (i.e., after a traffic light), they slowly increased
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the vehicle’s speed to improve their interruptibility, as explained by D17 who indicated, “I drove slowly at the
beginning, [...] so I could pay more attention to the interaction (secondary task).”
5.1.2 Secondary Task Adaptation: Reducing Engagement in Secondary Tasks. Drivers (n = 24, 83%) also commonly
reported that they reduced their attention or ceased to engage in secondary tasks whenever they needed to pay
more attention to the driving task. For example, D17 stated, “It was kind of cheating though, but, sometimes, I
didn’t focus much on the n-back task.” Drivers naturally prioritized driving tasks as opposed to the secondary
tasks for their driving safety, as explained by D9: “you know, driving safety is always a top priority, so I wasn’t
concerned with how well I did on the n-back task [...] I wasn’t disturbed while doing that because sometimes I ignored
(n-back task) even though I would get a wrong answer.”
This behavior was a common reason for low interruptibility cases in which the drivers had answered incorrectly.
When researchers verbally described the approximate location of the vehicle and the driving contexts to remind
the drivers in which circumstance they were in when they answered incorrectly, they commonly gave reasons
that were similar to what was given by D27, “Because I was focusing more on driving (than the secondary task).” As
they paid relatively less attention to the secondary tasks, some drivers were not even aware of the correctness of
their answers. For example, D23 said, “I wouldn’t even have known (that the answers were incorrect) if you wouldn’t
have told me that. I was not aware of that at all.” This tendency to not being aware of the correctness could be
problematic in real-world scenarios because these drivers would not correct their past decision mistakes on their
responses for in-vehicle services. Note that the corresponding quantitative results (e.g., percentage of incorrect
cases) are presented in Section 4.2 and Section 5.2.2.
5.1.3 Other Adaptive Behaviors. Other minor adaptive behaviors used by several drivers include a delayed vehicle
start and advanced preparation for interaction. Some drivers (n = 8, 28%) reported that they delayed the vehicle
start, as explained by D12, “I was looking at the left side to make a turn while listening to the sound (of a n-back
task). I had made a turn after I was done with (n-back) without being aware.” Similarly, D15 said, “When no one was
behind me, I did everything (n-back) and started the vehicle. And even when someone was behind me, it was still
okay to start a little later after the car in front of me had started. It was my trick.” Several participants (n = 7, 24%)
prepared for the interactions by adjusting their driving behaviors in advance (e.g., advanced lane change) so they
could expect another secondary task given that a new secondary task was presented at least for 30 s and at most
90 s after a prior secondary task. For example, D10 said, “I changed lanes beforehand because once I had done the
lane change, I could do (n-back) without any difficulty.”

5.2

Influence of Adaptive Behaviors on Interruptibility

This section analyzes how the major adaptive behaviors (i.e., speed reduction and secondary task adaptation) are
related to interruptibility.
5.2.1 Speed Reduction. Drivers commonly reported that they reduced their speed when engaging in secondary
tasks. We conducted two statistical analyses to examine 1) how the speed-reduction behaviors varied across the
n-back types and the maneuver types and 2) how they are related to driver interruptibility. As the dependent
variable for each analysis, we considered the speed difference by subtracting the average speed during concurrent
multitasking from that of the 5 s time period before multitasking. For example, consider the average speeds of 45
km/h and 40 km/h before and during multitasking, respectively. In this case, the speed difference is -5 km/h. For
the analyses, we removed any cases where the vehicle had not been in motion (0 km/h) within the time period of
5 s before and after multitasking.
As displayed in Figure 5, we first performed a two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA to investigate whether
the mean of the speed difference varied across the maneuver types and n-back types. Afterwards, an additional
statistical analysis was performed with the average speed as the dependent variable. As demonstrated in the
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Fig. 5. Speed reduction pattern (km/h) and speed pattern (km/h) across the secondary-task demand and maneuver types
Table 4. Statistical results for speed reduction pattern and speed pattern across the secondary-task demand and maneuver
types.

Speed reduction
Effects
Stage
Maneuver types
n-back types
n-back x Maneuver
Stage x n-back
Stage x Maneuver
Sta. x n-ba. x Man.

F
27.083
3.920
0.425

p

η2

N/A
< 0.001 0.49
< 0.05 0.12
0.72 0.01
N/A
N/A
N/A

Speed
F

p

η2

71.063
2.75
0.19
0.239
5.025
17.996
0.896

< 0.001
< 0.07
0.93
0.92
< 0.05
< 0.001
0.47

0.72
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.15
0.39
0.03

speed reduction column of Table 4, the results showed that both of the main effects are significant whereas the
interaction effect is non-significant. Namely, the drivers reduced their speed to a greater extent for turns than
for driving straight (p < 0.001) and changing lanes (p < 0.05). In addition, the demand of the secondary task
increased (0-back vs. 2-back, p < 0.05).
For the additional statistical analysis, similar results were discovered (please refer to the speed column in
Table 4). In particular, the average speed was lower during multitasking than before. In addition, the average
speed during multitasking was lower for 2-back than 0-back (p < 0.05) and 1-back (p < 0.05). In addition, it was
also lower for TURN than for STRAIGHT (p < 0.001) and LANE CHANGE (p < 0.01). These findings suggest that,
regardless of the maneuver types, drivers are more likely to reduce their speed (or maintain a lower speed) when
the secondary-task demand is high.
Next, we explored how the speed-reduction behavior of the drivers is related to their interruptions as depicted
in Figure 6. We performed three two-way Repeated Measures ANOVAs with the mean of the speed difference as
the dependent variable, and the maneuver types and interruptibility outcome (uninterruptible vs. interruptible)
as the dependent variables. The types of interruptibility dimensions were varied across the ANOVAs. We only
included cases with 1-back and 2-back, because most of the cases with 0-back were interruptible and produced a
considerable number of missing values.
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Fig. 6. Speed reduction pattern (km/h) across maneuver types and interruptibility. Uninter. = uninterruptible cases, Inter. =
interruptible cases
Table 5. Statistical results for speed reduction pattern across maneuver types and interruptibility. Overall perc. diff. = overall
perceived difficulty, Audit.-verbal perf. = auditory-verbal performance, F = F-value, p = p-value.

Effects

Overall perc. diff.

Audit.-verbal perf.

η2

η2

F

Interruptibility
Maneuver types
Interaction

8.470
4.871
0.240

p

F

< 0.001 0.23 10.721
< 0.05 0.15 7.198
0.79 0.01 0.804

p
< 0.001
< 0.05
0.45

Driving safety
F

0.28 7.539
0.20 7.878
0.03 0.927

p

η2

< 0.001 0.21
< 0.01 0.22
0.40 0.03

As listed in Table 5, the analyses showed consistent results across the interruptibility dimensions, in which
both the main effects are significant; however, the interaction effect is insignificant. The post-hoc results were
also consistent with the different p-values. In particular, the drivers reduced their speed to a greater extent for
TURN than for STRAIGHT and LANE CHANGE, while the speed reduction was greater for interruptible than
uninterruptible cases. These results indicate that, regardless of the maneuver types, the speed reduction behavior
improves driver interruptibility.
In Section 4, the analysis of the percentage of interruptible cases in terms of driving safety revealed significant
differences in the percentage across the maneuver types (LANE CHANGE vs. STRAIGHT and TURN). One
possible explanation for such a difference could be the higher difficulty in speed reduction for LANE CHANGE
than STRAIGHT and TURN [65]. In addition, prior studies showed that drivers are more likely to not employ
adaptive behaviors when they perceive a higher risk level associated with the behaviors [14, 58, 64]. Accordingly,
drivers could be more likely to perceive a higher risk for LANE CHANGE than STRAIGHT and TURN owing to a
higher difficulty given that the drivers had a significantly higher overall perceived difficulty for LANE CHANGE
than for STRAIGHT and TURN.
5.2.2 Secondary Task Adaptation. Drivers commonly reported that they reduced or ceased to engage in secondary
tasks whenever they needed to pay more attention to driving. Overall, we found that 14% of n-back tasks (n = 192)
exhibited recall errors, in which an average of 2.58 (SD = 1.65) items were incorrect for a driver. Furthermore, in
89% of the cases (n = 171), drivers partially answered incorrectly. These results indicate that the drivers were more
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Fig. 7. Heat maps of the percentage of drivers who correctly answered each n-th item in the n-back task across different
maneuver types and n-back types. The darker tiles indicate a lower percentage.

likely to temporarily reduce or cease to engage in secondary tasks. Next, we further investigated instances when
the drivers temporarily reduced or ceased engaging in secondary tasks. Figure 7 reveals three heat maps that
present the percentage of drivers who correctly answered each n-th item in the n-back task across the different
maneuver types and n-back types. In this figure, the darker tiles indicate that the drivers are more likely to answer
incorrectly for a given item. The maps show that the percentage decreases as the item order (n-th) increases,
and decreases further as the demands of the n-back types increase. In addition, when the demands of the n-back
types are high, the percentage of the latter items is lower when the maneuver types change in the following
order: STOP > STRAIGHT > TURN > LANE CHANGE (lowest percentage). These results indicate that when the
secondary-task demand is high, drivers are more interruptible in terms of auditory-verbal performance as the
duration of the task decreases. One possible cause of these results is a decrease in the drivers’ attention due to
the high cognitive demand of concurrent multitasking.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Summary of Findings
(RQ1) Impacts of secondary-task demands on driver interruptibility: Our findings highlight that driver interruptibility
research should carefully consider the potential impact of the secondary-task demands and the maneuver types
on the performance of driving or secondary tasks. The previous studies on driver interruptibility have not
considered the effect of secondary task demands [7, 60, 68]. Our results emphasize that in addition to the
driving demand, secondary-task demands are also an important factor. As demonstrated in Figure 4, driver
interruptibility is significantly varied across the driving maneuver types and the secondary-task demands. For
instance, the percentage of interruptible moments (in terms of the “overall perceived difficulty” and “auditoryverbal performance”) significantly decreased as the secondary-task demands increased. In addition, this percentage
decremented according to the maneuver type in the following order: STOP > STRAIGHT > TURN > LANE
CHANGE (lowest percentage). In contrast, the percentage of interruptible moments (in terms of “the driving
safety”) was significantly varied only when the maneuver was LANE CHANGE. This finding implies that findings
for the maneuver type (or a secondary-task demand) may not be applicable to other conditions associated with
different maneuver types (or secondary-task demands).
(RQ2) Impacts of adaptive behaviors on driver interruptibility: Prior research on driver interruptibility has not
considered how drivers adapt their behaviors while engaging in secondary tasks [7, 52, 68]. Our findings suggest
that drivers employ several adaptive behaviors to manage their interruptibility and to ensure driving safety. Two
common adaptive behaviors are reducing vehicle speed and secondary-task engagement (e.g., lowering attention
or disengaging). In addition, several drivers proactively adjusted various driving tasks to engage in secondary
tasks such as delaying the vehicle start and preparing for voice interactions by changing lanes in advance.
Drivers commonly reduce their speed when engaging in secondary tasks. A greater speed reduction was
associated with higher interruptibility. Prior research on speed reduction generally examined the relationship
between speed reduction and accident likelihood or driving performance [62, 64]. Even though this finding is in
line with previous research that demonstrates that a speed reduction improves the driving performance (driving
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safety in this study) [58], we revealed an additional finding that the speed reduction also improves secondary-task
performance (auditory-verbal performance in our study context).
Drivers also commonly alter secondary-task engagement whenever they needed to pay more attention to their
driving. The reduction of secondary-task engagement was a common reason for the cases with low auditoryverbal performance. For a given n-back task, drivers were more likely to recall information incorrectly toward
the end of the given task. This phenomenon was exacerbated further as the demand for either one or both tasks
increased. This implies that when the multitask demand is high, drivers are more likely to be interruptible due to
the auditory-verbal performance as the duration of a secondary task decreases.
To the best of our knowledge, prior studies on driver interruptibility have neither examined the impact of
the length of a secondary task on interruptibility nor considered the length in interruptibility classification. For
in-vehicle systems, voice interactions are becoming increasingly popular; hence, there need to be more studies
that examine how the duration of voice interactions impact driver interruptibility. Beyond the vehicular contexts,
our work also brings new insights into existing receptivity models for mobile just-in-time health intervention with
mobile and wearable technologies [13], which requires further studies (e.g., effects of concurrent multitasking
and adaptive behaviors for health intervention delivery).
Previous research has observed that the adaptive behaviors of drivers mostly occur in simulator-environments [62].
We examined the adaptive behaviors in naturalistic driving environments. Our results uncovered a considerable
number of uninterruptible moments (on average, 14%) in terms of driving safety (see Figure 4). This implies that in
the real world contexts, drivers may not always fully employ adaptive behaviors to compensate for an additional
workload of voice tasks, and are vulnerable to be distracted by the task. Drivers often show the so-called optimism
bias [18, 70] of engaging in any tasks with little conscious evaluation of driving safety risks [28, 62]. These
suggest that there needs to be a safety aid (e.g., automatic interruption classification). The following discusses
how our findings can be used to develop such an aid scheme

6.2

Potentially Useful In-situ Measures for the Classification of Driver Interruptibility

Driving tasks can be decomposed into multiple sub-tasks [21, 62]. Previous research on driver interruptibility
has considered major sub-tasks, such as braking, accelerating, and handling the steering wheel, to classify
interruptibility [31, 52, 68]. When analyzing the interviews, we discovered that when drivers described difficult
moments while performing secondary tasks, the description generally involved subsidiary sub-tasks, such as
checking mirrors. For example, D14 said, “Whether that car will be still there or moves forward. To estimate the
speed of the car, I need to look in the rear mirror, as well as the side mirror, to handle the wheel, and to clarify the
situation.” D15 stated, “When passing a crosswalk, people may cut in [...] I need to see what is coming, I get confused
at answering, as I see the rear mirror, bicycle may come, see the side of the vehicle, and see the front of the vehicle.”
These suggest that the occurrence of subsidiary sub-tasks, such as checking mirrors, could be a useful in-situ
measure for driver interruptibility classification from the driver’s perspective. In addition, the presence of people
(e.g., bicyclists or pedestrians) near the vehicle could also serve as a useful in-situ measure. Note that when
using such vehicular sensor data, system developers should carefully consider the privacy concerns of users and
bystanders [59].

6.3

Towards Flow Control of Driver-Vehicle Voice Interactions

In data communications, flow control refers to a technical concept to ensure that a sender is not overwhelming
a receiver by sending packets faster than it can consume [39]. Our findings show that drivers are more likely
interruptible as a secondary-task demand decreases. In addition, when a secondary-task demand is high, drivers
are more likely to be interruptible for a shorter length of secondary tasks. These imply that drivers can be more
interruptible by controlling secondary tasks or voice interactions. In other words, the concept of flow control
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can be borrowed to manage the voice interaction flows such that a system (sender) does not overwhelm a driver
(receiver). Intelligent systems can broadly support the following flow control initiatives for voice interaction,
depending on who has the control of an interaction (e.g., system or user, or both): system-initiative, user-initiative,
and mixed-initiative interaction (as suggested in [29]).
In system-initiative flow control, proactive interactions are initiated and led by systems; thus, a system can be
designed to automatically control the flow of interactions by considering the interruptibility of their drivers. When
interruptibility is low (i.e., less opportune moments for interruption), the system can defer voice interactions
until it finds opportune moments later. Furthermore, the system can dynamically adjust the interaction workload.
Our results show that a driver’s task performance degrades as the length of the secondary tasks increases. This
implies that a shorter task is more likely to be interruptible. The literature shows a variety of automatic text
summarization techniques [25], which can shorten the length, and may reduce the cognitive demand associated
with the interactions. For example, when the multitasking demand is high, the systems could summarize the
information (text) that is delivered to the drivers in order to improve driver interruptibility. The system could
decompose an interaction into multiple micro-interactions using existing automatic text decomposition techniques,
or alternatively, voice interaction designers can compose such micro-interaction tasks. The system could then
delay a micro-interaction when the driver is uninterruptible and could resume later when a driver becomes
interruptible.
In user-initiative flow control, which is the current model of in-vehicle interface usage, users have full control on
the interaction flow (e.g., starting and stopping), although the current voice systems lack fine-grained, explicit flow
controls unlike natural conversations (e.g., temporarily holding conversations until opportune moments appear).
In the interviews, it is interesting that the drivers commonly mentioned that they could have a better engagement
in the secondary tasks if they would have more control over the interactions. The drivers also explained how
they control conversations with other humans when they need to pay more attention to driving. For example,
D12 mentioned “Although I could stop the (system-initiated) conversation by saying ‘no,’ driving changes from
moment to moment. So, I said ‘yes’ at the beginning, but may not (engage in the conversation after saying ‘yes’) [...] I
would pause the conversations if I were to converse with humans. But once I start the (system-initiated) conversation
(when not being able to continually engage in it) I can’t do anything but stop answering.” This result implies that
there needs to be a more natural means of controlling the driver-vehicle interactions. It could be helpful to
enable simple control commands, such as “Repeat” to easily recover after moments with low auditory-verbal
performance. Furthermore, the user could explicitly control the flow by enabling pause and resume commands
such as “Hold on” and “Resume.”
In mixed-initiative flow control, users and systems collaboratively control the voice interaction flow. For example,
when there is high “uncertainty” in driver interruptibility, the system makes a joint-decision on whether to start
interactions by asking drivers to resolve the uncertainty. Instead of employing a dialog, the system could hint
forthcoming interactions (e.g., by delivering an advanced cueing/warning) that consider the users’ responses by
inferring the driver’s intention based on their driving behavior. In this work, it was determined that the drivers
reduced the vehicle speed while engaging in secondary tasks. This speed reduction pattern could be used to
infer the driver’s intention. The system could utilize both dialogs and hints or either one based on the driving
safety constraint. The advanced cueing may increase interruptibility since they have more time to prepare for
the interactions (e.g., reducing speed). For example, drivers could change lanes in advance according to the cue.
Alternatively, a visual cue could be used, for example by showing the location of a forthcoming interaction in a
navigation map, to inform where the drivers will engage in the voice interaction. After informing the driver with
a proactive interaction by using such an auditory or visual cue, in-vehicle systems may not initiate interactions,
for example, if the driver does not reduce the speed of the vehicle.
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In-vehicle Multitasking and Risk Management Strategies

Driving is a safety-critical task that is performed daily by hundreds of millions of people. In the U.S. for example,
there are more than 227 million drivers and 284 million vehicles in 2018 [3]. Currently, most in-vehicle voice
interfaces enable drivers to initialize the interactions with the systems at any moment, regardless of driving
conditions, under the assumption that drivers are rational—drivers will only engage in in-vehicle activities as
long as driving conditions allow. However, previous studies warn that drivers are not that rational [28, 62]. For
example, Horrey et al. demonstrated that drivers tend to initiate secondary tasks regardless of their current
driving conditions, even when they are fully aware of the relative demands of the road [28]. This suggests that any
failures in adaptive behaviors during a difficult section of driving could potentially lead to cognitive distractions
to the drivers.
The most ideal way would be blocking any usage while the vehicle is not stationary. This approach has been
extensively studied in the field of human-computer interaction [32, 33, 36]. Unfortunately, prior studies have also
shown that such restrictive approaches could not be less effective in practice [16, 19]. For example, Creaser et al.
showed that drivers may try to bypass the blocking application [16]. This implies that there needs to be a more
neutral or comfortable means of intelligently controlling driver-vehicle interactions for safety improvements as
suggested in the intelligent positive computing framework [43]; e.g., context-aware adaptive controlling [32].
To develop such means, our findings and the concept of flow control mechanisms could be useful. For example,
as discussed for the system-initiative flow control mechanism, in-vehicle system could warn or defer voice
interactions when the driver is uninterruptible (e.g., unsafe).

6.5

Limitations

Although this study made the first step toward understanding how driving and secondary-task demands and
the adaptive behaviors are related to driver interruptibility, our results should be carefully interpreted. First, the
results may not be generalizable to in-vehicle voice interactions that require additional types of input and/or
output modality, given that there are still many in-vehicle interfaces that partly involve visual and/or manual
operations [2]. Second, we compared driving safety across maneuver types and n-back types. We acknowledge
that there could be other factors that may influence the driving safety. In our work, as one measure, driving safety
was estimated based on the difference of driving performances between when concurrently executing driving
and voice tasks and when only executing the driving task. For the estimation, the steering wheel reversal rate
(SRR) [62] was used as a measure for the driving performance. Besides maneuver types, any vehicle control metrics,
including the SRR, can be potentially influenced by other factors. These factors may include environmental
factors (e.g., traffic density, vehicle speed, traffic rules), driver characteristics (e.g., driving experience, age, and
road familiarity), and the existence of additional internal/external interruption (e.g., mind wandering) [41, 62].

7

CONCLUSION

We quantitatively and qualitatively examined the real-road interruptibility dataset. Our results showed that in
addition to the demand of the driving task, the verbal task demand also significantly affects driver interruptibility.
In addition, diverse adaptive behaviors, such as reducing the vehicle speed and adjusting the voice task engagement,
significantly mediates the effect of the verbal-task demand on driver interruptibility. Based on our findings, we
emphasize the importance of intelligent flow control for proactive voice interaction and elaborate on the design
of different types of flow control mechanisms.
New technologies in intelligent vehicles and the popularity of auditory-verbal interfaces enable a variety
of proactive or system-initiated interactions. We hope our findings and the concept of flow control for voice
interactions may provide the primary step to enable safe and gratifying proactive in-vehicle voice interactions.
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